AI Startups Scale
with High-Performance
Partnerships
The collaboration between Oracle for Startups and NVIDIA Inception
nurtures cutting-edge startups that revolutionize industries with artificial
intelligence solutions. Together, we provide world-class technology and
global business resources to help AI startups scale to reach new markets.

Accelerate with Oracle Cloud
Startups scale faster with free cloud and support from
experienced product teams.
•

Equity-free program

•

70% discount on cloud for 2 years

•

Up to $45,000 in free cloud credits for up to 3 months

•

Access to high performance GPUs on Oracle Cloud
plus hands-on migration support

Ready to level up?

Eligibility
•

AI/ML startups of any size, at
any stage

•

In the B2B or B2C technology space

•

Enrolled member of NVIDIA
Inception

To unlock these exclusive benefits email
oraclestartup_ww@oracle.com
with “NVIDIA2021” in the subject line.

Scale your business
Mentorship and co-selling with Oracle’s global customer
base provide a path to revenue.
•
•

Access to a global network of mentors from product,
sales, and marketing teams

“The benefits to our joint startups are powerful.
There’s obviously the technology side with
access to Oracle Cloud infrastructure and
NVIDIA GPUs, but startups also get to accelerate
on the business side with things like marketing

Exposure via global marketing, events, analysts and
PR channels*

exposure and connections to customers.

•

VC Connect - a path to connections with investors

partnership is a total game changer.”

•

Opportunities to connect with Oracle’s base of more
than 430,000 customers*

* For qualifying startups. Some restrictions apply. Full details here.

For our portfolio of future-focused startups, this

— Matias Serebrinsky
Americas Startup Ecosystem Lead
NVIDIA Inception

These Startups are Scaling
with Oracle and NVIDIA Inception
“We are highly dependent on high performance

DeepZen dramatically reduces the time and cost of

computing because we are a machine learning company.

turning text into spoken-word content for audiobooks.

There’s lots of video, animations and advertisements that

The company’s digital voice solutions can rapidly reproduce

need voiceovers. We are able to create voice very quickly.

the rhythm, intonation, and emotion of the natural human

And we are doing it on Oracle Cloud and its GPU service.”

voice—a feat achieved with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure’s

— Kerem Sozugecer
CTO and Cofounder, DeepZen

high-performance computing. Instead of taking a month to
train their large models, it now takes only 7 to 10 days.
Watch the video

COMMUNICATIONS

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT

Kinetica (USA)

IDenTV (USA)

Kinetica is helping organizations build real-time active
analytical applications that react instantly to changing
conditions. Watch the video

IDenTV uses artificial intelligence analyze and enrich
multimedia content with contextual metadata, allowing
customers to search, automate workflow, and optimize
processes for video big data. Learn more

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Gnani (India)
Gnani’s multilingual Conversational AI technology
enables end-to-end customer service automation
across channels.

HEALTH AND LIFE SCIENCES
HEART.io (USA)
HEART.io helps cardiac patients by detecting
problems in ECGs to improve turnaround time and
produce more accurate results. Read more

NeuralMed (Brazil)
NeuralMed is improving the efficiency and accuracy
of Healthcare processes. Their first product analyzes
chest X-rays in order to triage patients in emergency
rooms. Hear from NeuralMed’s founder

Skin Analytics (UK)
Skin Analytics uses advanced imaging algorithms to
help detect skin cancer.
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MANUFACTURING
Additive Flow (UK)
Additive Flow empowers engineers to unlock next-level
performance in 3D printing, allowing for new products
to be created that were not possible before.

AGRITECH
DigiFarm (Norway)
DigiFarm develops machine learning models to help
farmers make data-driven decisions, reduce seasonal
uncertainty, minimize production costs, and increase
crop yields.

RETAIL
Anavid (France)
Anavid applies AI to retail security camera footage to
analyze how customers interact with merchandise to
help managers discover how to boost sales.

Join now. oracle.com/startup

